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G. ORTaN: We w d d  lh to discuss baseline science and baseline payloads for 

so$. 
J. POLLACK: One important element for a probe payload is a capability to 

determine atmospheric composition. A second thug is information about cloud and 

aerosol properties, such as size and location. Third, we would like to ha\-3 inBormation 

on the winds themselves. That's an important piece of meteomlog).. b p p l e r  trackiag 

capability could give us inhrmation on how the vertical m i n d s  varq- as a function of 

aititude. 

I would zlso like to get some information on the surface of Titan. We have to 

think seriously about what types of instruments might be feasible. The real problem is 

\s.el;-s pct to es~and cur horizons a bit beyond things like alpha scattering exprimenbs, 

whict a re  d i r t ~ t t r '  toxards silicates, since on Titan the things we'll want to go after 

are primarily the ices and organics. 

I also think if one goes far  enough to speak about a iander that stays around 

and operates for a while on the a-urface, there's quite a bit one could get from imaging 

information. One could get information on properties and particles in the atmosphere 

and monitor l=ow they change. 

G. ORTOK: For Titan do you see any need for additional o r  modified instru- 

mentation from the Galiieo Jupiter pro& o r  z Saturn probe t. order to more fully 

exploit the possibility and the esctent of organic compourds ? 

J. R3LLACK: Well, I certaidy ihink tbat one would have to consider a gas 

chromatograph very serio*ls;y. \Vhen 3;ou nave I\ wide enough range of possibilities a s  

to con~positions that you're going afler. you \vould like to cut in several dimensions so 



that you can best pin drnm what gmr're loaldqCt at. A nmss spectnuneter gives a nice 
cut in oae dimension. A gas chromatograph gives you a c& in a complementaFg 

direction. 

D. MORRlS)N: What ldad of gas chmmabpapb ca@i&r would be r q d m d  to 

provide a substantial ortbogoaal data set to what you would get with a mass 
spectrwneter? 

J. PDLLACK: I thiak the gas c- that was proposed h r  G U e m  

gives -you a first order answer to that qrrestioa Them was an electron &vice 

that was p m  as a primary detector; for certain C and N compotlmfs it had enur- 
mous sensitivity. With certain selected compomds of paFticulPr organic interest, it 

has very higb sensitivity. 

S. CHANG: Therels a particular adva~iage in Titan. too, because you don't 

have the enormous excess of hydmgen and helium to ded with, If yon are interested in 

looking Bor trace organics, you already have the three order of ma- 

over the case in Jupher. Furtkrmore, the n0n-a~- gases that am@se the 

major portion of the atmosphere are nitrogen and methane, and if you are iderested 

in three more orders of magnitude of concentration, these e n  be swept thmq$. Tbe 

concentntbn mechanism can be used to further enhance your detection c a m .  I 
thi=rk it's a very sensitive and high-resolrPioo metbod. 

J, CUZZI: U W  about imaging on the way down? 

J. POLLAC:<: I thinlt there are radiation experiments that give you more 

valuable dah tban imaging would on the way down, but once you @t to the surface, 

then it's a different ballgame. On the way down, 1 really don't see that imaging does 

too much. 
D. HUhTEX: I would like to mention that we should consider where we'll be 

in instrume~; development after Piolleer Venus, becailse a number of the proposals 

t\at have been made - Doppler tracking, gas chromatography, and so on - are being 

implemented on Pioneer Venus. WelU have a much better handle on how well these 

things actually work in the leal world by about a gear from now. 

J. BLA AIOhT: As far a s  the dynamics are  concernedT 1 <lonvt believe that with 

one single probe you can learn something. Just imagine that you would have Mariner 4 

as the only description of Mars. What do you learn? XotSing. 

But 1 think it's easier to sexl entry probes to Titan than to Jupiter. There- 

fore, i think that at least you have to find a way of .having more than one vertical 



parobe. TBis is amdall., I made tbe presentation of the ho( air balloon, because 

you want to have more than one vertical pmi3.k of the wind. 

If yoa o&ah ooly oae single measurement d ciratlatloa, you'll have 

Even if gmr have one gwJd Doppler meammmed, you amft go very far fmm thsre. 

G. ORTON: As far as your idea about the bt air bdloon, it's m a  tn be 

necessary to wait in order to lnwm utsetber the atmosphere will  ar will  not support a 

balloon. 

J. BLAMONT: It's ~~ b have a bot air balloon which mald fly at 

1 O m i U m x s .  W e u e j ~ s t a r U n g t o ~ t h i s ~ w e b o p e t o b e a b i e t o p n w i & p  

vith a List of poss4bilities. 

J. CUZZI: At Ames, we talked a Sttie bit about &surface m~asuremeotzi, 

lilce stkkiqg a -tor in tbe g m d .  I would be interested in h e a r e  arh;it people 

have 60 say about that. 

J. IQLLACK: OKE of the really fimdamental thiqgs that you'd like to know is 

the heat fIow. A d  I'm sot quite sure how easy it would be to impiement it on tk 

lander, but that certainly &.odd be one of the important t b g s  to do. 

D. HUNTEN: I would W to suggest that anybody who is advocathg a heat 

flow measurement should take one or two plausible models for the beat flow of Titan 

and cambine them with the heat conductivity of, let's ,say, solid water ice o r  solid tar 

or liquid tar, and see if it's within orders of magnitude of it being feasible. 1 wo&i 

Be very surprised if any such measurement is possible. 

S. CHANG: There may be some inLeresting thiogs resulting from sub-surface 

chemical analysis, too; composition may vary si@&ady u-ith depth below the 

surface. 

D. HUNTEX: I'd like to raise a plea again bor pre-entry science, which 

hasn't really been discussed in this particular panel. Measurements of the ionosphere 

and upper atmosphere bave been quite seriously considemd for Galileo, but had to be 

abandoned because of the high cost and added mission complexity. *t Titan is a 

relatively easy and a very interesting place in which to make some measurements of 

positive ion chemistry and, preferably, even upper atmospheric composition. The 

highest priority instrument is an ion mass spectrometer. The optimum complement 

is what Pioneer Venus carries, which is a neutrd mass spectrometer, ion mass spec- 

trometer, ion trap, and Langrnuir probe. 



S b e ~ C h a a g b a s m a d e t h e ~ t b a t c r ~ W o f t b e o ~ a e r o n -  

omy tbat gpes on in Titan may be tpir4g on in ths atnuqhem, mediated by 

auroral particle bombardment. 'Ibis adds to the excitement d these kinds of 
me- 

G. ORTON: Tbe ciistiagrtishiag c-ma - --entry and probe 

science are, I assume, that -try is pre-Mach 1. 

D. HUNTEN: We& even more than that. It's dane at bights where tk 

mean-free path is long emu@ o r  the vacuum is guxxl emugh so you don't need vacuum 
pumps; the region of the iooosphere, or a little bit above. 

L. COLIPI': You want a candidate Saturn probe papbad. Let me mgpst a 

list of bigh-priority instruments and iow.priority hstmments, with tbe --priority 

instruments in order of priority: 

(1) In the area of compositbn: a neutral mass spectrometer a d  a gas 

cb- 

(2) For atmospheric structure: temperature, pressure, anel accelerometer 

measurements. 

(3) For cloud structure: the multiple scattering nephelameter that we have on 

c3uleo. 

j4j For dynamic experimeas: Doppler ratio tracking o r  possibly balloon 

techniques. 

(5) For thermal balance, the net flux radiometer, which hopefully will tell 
us  why the winds are b e e  driven the way they are. 

(6) Finally, a plea again for pre-entry science; I listed two instruments: An 

ion mass spectrometer and a retarding potential analyzer. 

That adds up to a total of seven hardware instruments. which I think is in the 

right ballpark. 

That leaves fbr lower priority experiments, a helium abundance detector, a 
cloud particie size spectrometer, and a Lightning radio emission detector. Among 

aeronomy instruments, in a lower priority are the electron temperature probe and 

neutral mass spectrometer. And finally, the magnetospheric-type experiments of low 

priority, such as an energetic particle detector and a magnetometer. 
D. 3IORRISON: For the Saturn probe, should magnetospheric experiments be 

given such low priority? In the extensive debates over where to target Pioneer I1 



at Satnm, SOSEE very cogent munding arguments were made b b t  one really wanted to 

meawae the energetic particle md magnetic field profiles in the regions of interaction 

with the ring particles and ins& them in the gap where the D Ring may o r  may not 

extend all the way to the surface of the planet. Only with a Saktrn probe that has an 
extensive magnetospheric complement of instruments can we study tbat aspect of mag- 

nebspheric physics. Is that a reasonable argumenk ? 

J. I1OLLACK: I think the thing that would worry me on an argument like that is 

the question of priorities; in other words, you are getting a one-shot sample so that, 

in the case of magnetk field, -you get a hint of the asymmetries, but you reaily 

wouldn't be able to acdmlly define that asymmetry. So from that point of view, I 

wouldn't put it in as high a priority class. 

E. STONE: If you just trade, say, the magnetospheric experiments on a probe 

versus magnetospheric experimeuts on an orbiter, my own impression is that a com- 

prehensive magnetospheric orbiter package will. in the end, yield much more science 

about the magibetosphere than would the package on t3e probe. 

D. MORRISON: Srrppose you were considering just an energetic particle 

detector as part cf the pre-entry science on the probe. Would you put it as low priority 

as Larry did? 

E. STONE: A simple energetic particle experiment on the probe could give us 

some information about the magnetic field direction, a s  well as  something about 

whether o r  not there are particle sources inside of the visible rings. \+%ether one 

would rank that as high a s  the first seven you lsted, I don't know. I think it may well 

be high up in the second category, 

D. HEFtXAR Let me ask a question about the need for a GC into Saturn, I 

heard a debate a t  3 Physical Sciences Committee meeting between John Lewis and 

Carl Sagan, where John calculated the abundance of organics that would exist in 
Jupiter, if they do exist, and that diceted the Ldnd of sensitivity you need i n  a GC. 

Using whatever model you wish, if there are organics in the atmosphere of Saturn, 

what would you anticipate is a relevant abundance? 

J. POLLACK: I think it depends how you define the word "organics". Lf you 

are  speaking about amino acids or  something like that, I would be surprised if there 

were measwabla quantities. If, on the other hand, you are  spcaking about a variety 

of other interesting compounds that are  more plausible on other grounds, I think it's 

an entirely different situation, 



Let me just give you a couple of examples cf surprises that we have encountered 

in the case of Jupiter, which is why I think there is a wider range of possibilities in 
the real case than one might predict on very simple grounds: We know that there are 

meamable quantities of bdh  carbon monoxide and phospbe  in the atmosphere of 

Jupiter. 

D. HL'NTEN: Measurable by a GC ? 

3. POLLACK: Yes. In fact, that was explicitly part of our GC proposal for 

Galileo. Just to explain that a little bit more, the reason that we think that these 

compounds are  actually there in the case of Jupiter is that they get manufactured by 

thermodynamics at very high temperatures in deep layers, and then get mixed up 

quickly, so i t  would be nice to see some of those vertical gradients to understand how 

the compounds get up there. 

G. ORTOE: Do we need a dedicated helium-hydrogen instrument ? Should one 

measure helium for its contribution to cosmogony? The answer, I think i s  very 

definitely yes. 

D. HCNTEN: I think it's another mildly interesting thing to do in about the 

same class as, let's say, pre-entry science. 

C. ORTON: On the record we have clear differences of opinion, 

D. hlORRISON: I am conlksed by the vehemence of your assertion, Don, that 

the helium abundance is only mildly interesting. If I understood Jim correctly, he is 

saying that there appears to be a mscrepancy between theory and observation in the 

internal heat source of Saturn. By determining the helium ratio, we might find the 

clue to that discrepancy. It would seem to me that if that argument is valid, then 

measuring the helium is in the same class a s  measuring the internal heat source of 

Saturn for understanding what weat on at the ~ i m e  the planet was formed. 

D. HUhTEN: I don't disagree, except I'm not sure that once we've measured 

the helium we will have the ultimate solution to that particular puzzle. There's a 

near infinity of solutions even once you know the helium. 

J. POLLACK: Perhaps you could enlarge on that, Don? Tell me the near 

infinity. 

C. ORTON: That would take a long time. 

D. HUNTEN: In anything a s  complicated a s  a planet. a unique explanation of 

anything that complicated practically never happens, Jim. In the context of today's 

theories, yes, i t  may discriminate but f hat doesn't mean we find the true answer, 



J. POLLACK: Let me just explain my remark and then you could just very 

quickly just take a look, on a quantitative basis that is, to what energy sources you 

have available. And the only thing that's go& to produce something of the right 

order of magnitude is same type of gravitafhnal energy release, and so the real 

docus of tryhg to understand the excess heat murce is to understand the mechanism of 

gravitational energy release. A desirable accuracy would be one percent of the ratio 

of helium to hydrogen, 

D. CRUIKSHANK: With all humility and great trepidation, I would like to ask 

a question about deuterium. No one has mentioned deuterium and I realize it's been 

tomd spectroscopically on Saturn recently. But I wonder if it's something that should 

be given attention in a probe measurement. It seems like a number we'd like to know 

on Titan, at least, and it may relate to whether o r  not the Titan atmosphere is the 

original atmosphere or a secondary atmosphere. 

D. HUNTEN: I think you raise a g w d  point. Isotopic ratio measurements 

tend to be taken hr granted as a primary objective, but should be brought out 

explicitly. 

S. CHANG: Is it possible that because there are differences between the den- 

sities of Saturn and Jupiter, that Saturn is not only somewhat chemically fractionated, 

but also isotopically fractionated h m  the point of view of the stable elements, light 

elements a s  wel l  as the rare  gases. Would that be a particularly interesting measure- 

ment; that is, by comparison with Jupiter, would there be an anomalous elemental 

fractionation pattern o r  isotopic pattern? 

J. POLLACK: Recent suspicion has been that it's much more an elemental 

than i t  is isotopic. Elemental, in the sense that it's hydrogen-helium versus rocky 

and icy material. 

D. MORRISON: I have talked about the orbiter payload already, but I have a 

couple of general comments. Saturn missions are difficult because Saturn is a long 

way away, and several things work against us: 

(1) We have less knowledge than on nearer planets from ground-based studies 
on which to base mission plans. 

(2) The missions are of longer duration and that means if we have to build 
upon the knowledge from one mission to go on to the next, the interval 

between them is longer. It is difficult to talk meaningfully about a Saturn 

mission before werve had any spacecraft to Saturn, and I conclude that 



we should not now foreclose any options. The uncertain@ is prt icularly 

severe in things having to do with the magnetosphere, but there are other 

areas a s  well. 

In reference bo the payload on an orbiter, there are three major questions in 

my mind about science priorities: 

(1) The role of magnetospheric physics and measurements. They were 

omitted by the Space Science Board, but perhaps one just cannot make a 
judgment on that until after Pioneer 11 has gone there. 

(2) Synoptic Saturn studies. The Space Science Board did not recommend 

synoptic studies of Jupiter, where we know there is a lot of atmospheric 

motion that's reflected in the visible appearance, but is has recommended, 

although a t  a fairly low priority, synoptic studies of Saturn for a Saturn 

wbiter.  I suspect that until we have Voyager pictures, we won't have a 

fe.- '. for whether those kinds of studies a re  li!cely to be very useful o r  not. 
7 

(3) Althcugh, given enough time, the S O T  orbit can almost be selected a t  

will, I suspect there will be some kind of conflict between ring observa- 

tions and satellite observations. Most of the ring studies will require 

cranking- up to moderately high inclinations, and that makes it much 

harder, although not impossible, to encounter other satellites. If we 

really want to do a detailed comparison of 4 o r  5 o r  6 Saturn satellites, 

we might find that in conflict with the kind of extensive ring measurement. 

that we would also want to do. 

J. POLLACK: Given the fleaability to change the inclination, wouldn't you 

choose to have a c  equatorial inclination most of the time, but then at some point change 

to an inclination that would let you do the rings and then go back again ? 

D. AlORRISOK: The Saturn system has a kind of atmospheric dynamics in it 

that is absent from Jupiter because of the changing tilt of the rings and of the pole. 

This argues for a relatively long orbiter ntission that's phased to the inclination of the 

rings and pole, For a good ring study, we ~vould like to get above the rings, below 

the rings, to see them under different illumination angles; observe their thermal 

emission, for instance, under different heating regimes. 

The season and the ring shadow may also influence our study of the motions 

of Saturn's atmosphere. Both rings and weather argue for a mission lasting several 



years. The next question is the arrival time. The maximum ring exposure corre- 

sponds to a flat maximum several years long. If we @t on the tail end of that maxi- 

mum, say a t  about 20°, in the next three years they'd go down through zero tilt. 

That might be a very attractive range ~f times to make orbiter observations. 

W. WELIS: Or arrive at zero and go up? 

D. MORRISOPU': Yes. But you wouldn't want to arrive jast plus o r  minus one 

to two years of zero. For one thing, you'd duplicate Voyager too much. That's 

around 1995. And you wouldn~t want to arrive right when they were maximum full 

open either, because it's such a flat maximum. These times are  1988 o r  2002. 

E. STONE: I would be very surprised if, in fact, the magnetosphere is not an 

important part of the Saturn system. It will surely be an important part of under- 

standing what's going on with Titan, some aspects of the rings, and possibly the other 

satellites with their curious surface characteristics. 

Voyager will not have the appropriate geometry of flyby, except for Titan, 

to do much in the way of assessing the environment around the satellites, and it does 

not have the capability for the mass analysis of plasma. 

In fact, one is almost sure after Voyager to have the same situation we had 

after Pioneer at Jupiter, that the magnetosphere is an important part of understanding 

the Saturnian system. The combination of experiments which are  on Galileo a re  the 

typical complement which is basic in the sense that they make a coupled set in terms 

of their interactions. 

G. SISCOE: I would like to agree with what Ed said. It seemed to me that 

what the Space Science Board did was to react to the absence of hard data on the 

magnetic field of Saturn as contrasted to Jupiter, where we knew there was a strong 

magnetic field before the Pioneers went. I think that the way to proceed is to assume 

that if the magnetosphere were as big as it could be, then it would be a very important 

scientific objective, both from the p in t  of view of the magnetospheric science and 

also from the point of view of what it does to the Saturnian system. 

J. POLLACK: I would like to turn to a type of instrument that is not on 

Galileo but might profitably bc part of an SO$ orbiter: a multi-channel infrared 

radiometer for the 20 pm - 1 mm wavelength region. It would be directed towards 

getting information on the composition of the ring particles at  different positions 

withis the rings. Such an experiment would also be nice to have for both Titan and for 

Saturn to do atmospheric sounding. 



M. KLEIN: I would like to suggest that you consider longer wavelengths than 

1 mm. There a r e  several reamns: 

(1) There ie  a one-meter probe relay antenna hanging on the spacecraft 

already. You could make use of that after the probe has gone a s  a very 

efficient microwave antenna to probe the atmosphere. You can do synoptic 

mapping of Saturn's atmosphere itself, looking for large scale circulations, 

changes in the ammonia relative humidity, if i t  has belts and zone-type 

structure like Jupiter. 

(2) You can look at the very cold temperatures of the satellites, particularly 

the night-side temperatures of the satellites. This is easy to measure 

with a microwave system, whereas I don't know about the infrared. 

(3) Probably less significant, you might be able to  do some magnetospheric 
studies by measuring synchrotron emission if you have a long enough 

wavelength - (around 30 cm). 

J. CUZZI: 1 want to reemphasize that I think this millimeter region is 

extremely important for studying the rings. In this region the ring particle behavior 

goes from that of absorbing and emitting to that of scattering. It's a transition region, 

where the action is and where we're going to l e a n  the most. It's going to tell you 

about particle size, composition, impurities, and structure. We want t~ learn the 

maximum particle size, and how absorbing they are,  whether they have silicates, and 

this is where to look. The range is probablj down to a couple of hundred pm. 

D. PIIORRISON: I think that's an interesting point, and I would ask the question 

more broadly. The things Saturn has that Jupiter doesn't a re  Titan and a ring system. 

We've talked a lot about Titan; for the ring system it's fair to ask the question: How 

do you mod* the payload to take advantage and ztttack the problems associated with 

that unique element. Infrared and millimeter radiometry is one nay, and perhaps 

there a r e  some other ideas. 

J. CUZZI: We haven't really talked about doing any bistatic radar. 

G. ORTON: It's been mer :ioned. Any of itf s advocates care  to stand up and 

be counted at this point ? 

J. CUZZI: 1'11 stand up. That's the second important handle on the rings, 

and I should elaborate on that a little bit more. 



Presumably, theretll be another two-wavelength radio-science experiment. 

I think that would be extremely nice, 3 a*ld l2 cm o r  something like that. It would 

be extremely valuable. I would support a two frequency (S and X band) telemetry. It 

could be used for extensive bistatic radar  mapping of the rings. And it would be nice 

to have the orbit cranked to 10" inclination. I would also support the desire to have 

the rings inclined by about 20" when we get there. 

It would also be nice to be able to take the orbit and slew it around once so you 

can look a t  different parts of the rings from different angles, elevation angles, and 

investigate the size distribution. 

L. TYLER: By bistatic, I think you mean phase angle coverage a t  centimeter 

wavelengths, 

J. CUZZI: Yes, the spacecraft bauncing radar off the rings and being received 

a t  the Earth, both from above and below, and a t  all different scattering angles. 

J. POLLACK: To contrast this a little bit, what Voyager will be doing, pri- 

marily, is something with scattering angles of half a degree o r  so, and the things that 

Jeff Cuzzi was mentioning could go up to maybe 30" scattering angles. And if back- 

scatter is possible, i t  can give shape information. 

G. COLOJIBO: (1) I would consider very impcrtant a study of a mission 

whereby the spacecraft is periodically and sequentially transferred, with minimum 

energy expenditure, from a Saturn orbiter to s Tihn orbiter, and vice versa. This 

will allow detailed study of both long ant1 short tern, variations in the Titan and Saturn 

atmospheres and 2 complete exploration of the inner Saturn satellite system and planet. 

Of particular interest i s  the region between Rhea and Titan for the reason outlined in 

the next paragraph, I emphasize here that the mass of Titan is large enough to give 

quite a large fledbility in the maneuvering capal~ility with relatively small consurnp- 

tion of the propellant of the auxiliary propulsion systems. Qpica l  trajectories of the 

restricted three body problem may be used a s  reference. The efficiency of the satellite 

Rhea in a similar role may also deserve some co~lsideration. The other satellites may 

be too small and the relative velocity may 11e too large for gravity assisted mmeuvering. 

(2) I consider very crucial a deep survey of the intersatellite region between Rhea 

and T i h ~  and jupt outside Titan. The similarity of the dynamical environlllent inside 

the belt between Mars and .Jupiter and the dynarnical tnvironmcnt between Rhea and 

Titar. lead us to think that a belt of sparsc and relatively small objects may be present 

similar to the nstercidal helt. We should also look for T1.ojm type objects in the tri- 

angular Lagrangian position. nesitles it sccms probable *.at ITyptxrion is one of the 

members of a fnnlily of smaller objects just outside the Titan orhit. 



(3) Concerning the inner Saturn system, we expect the existence of a swarm of 

small limited number of bodies between Mi.mas a n c l  the ring A of Saturn. In particular 

we think that the inner howldaiy of ring B could be caused by a resonance effect due to 

bodies orbiting Saturn just outside the Roche limit. In fact, from phatometric observa- 

tions of the light curve of Iapetus, eclipsed by thC rings, i t  seems now clear that the 

outer boundary of r i ~ g  .4 is 2001) km inside the circular orbit of a hypothetical sa~el l i te ,  

o r  swarm of small bodies in a 3 to 2 orbital resonancc with Mimas. This possible 

satellite(s) could excite a strong resonance (2 to 1) a t  the inner boundary of ring B caus- 

ing the cons~icuous drop i? density at  this howldary distance from the planet, 

(4) The near Saturn envir~nment  may be quite different from the Jupiter environment 

both in regard to energetic particles and intersatellite solid (meteor o r  meteorite) com- 

ponents. This characteristic should allow a better exploratiori of thc inner system than 

that which will be done with Galileo on the Jupiter inner system. The density of the solid 

component of the intersatellite spac? and rings may require a re-examination of any mis- 

sion prc.-'ile when more information will bc available from the Voyager mission and in 

1979 from the Pioneer flyby. A very intense obscrvrrtion program both from ground and 

from the space telescope will bc crucial in the mission planning. itre wanted to emphasize 

the difficulty we a r e  encountering at present in optimizing the m~ss ion  because ot lack of 

information. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND ~?9 :1  

RECOIHMENDATIONS: 
EXPLORATION OF THE SATURN 

SYSTEM 

Donald M. liunm 

Areas d hvestigation 

In its Report on Space Science 1975, the Space Science Board a d o m  as p o k  J 

the report of its Committee on Planetary d Immr Exploration (COMPUSX). The sec- 

lion on "Saturn objectives" (pp. 47-49) begins by poiating out that the flybys of 

Pioneer 11 and Voyagers 1 and 2 will complete the recasnaissance phase of Saturn 

investigation. COMPLEX then "antidpates that [ follow-on] missions will have the 

fo?lowiag principal goals, in order of importance: 

(1) Intensive investjgation of the atmosphere of Saturn . . . 
(2) Deter-gn of mgiaaal surface chemistry and p-rties of the surface 

features d satellites and properties of ring particles . . . 
(3) Intensive investigation of Titan . . . 
(4) Atmospheric dynamics and structure . . . 
. . . Tne c o m ~ r a t i v e  planetology of the satellites will also be of great interest 

. . . The rings of Saturn are potential treasure-houses of information . . . 
"For these reasons. we consider it essential that IVASA be in an adequate posture to initiate 

exrlomtion of tLe Saturnian system in the middle 1980's f o l b w i ~ y  the rcconmissance of this system " 

The present Workshop and report constitute an early step towards reaching 

this posture. 

COMPLEX Is omission of the mzgnetosphere was presumably intentional. 

Indeed, its outer parts can be expected to be similar to the correspolxiing regions 

around Jupiter. But the inner magnetosphere may be a different story. Even since 



1975 we b-ve increasingly &zed the profound effects tbat charged-particle 

?mabadmeat caa have on Jupiter's b r  sakllites, partidarb 10. 10 emits vast 

quantities o i  sodium, sulfur, and presumably ot&r materials into the surrotmbg 

space, most probably because d sputtering by energetic particks. I t s  ionospk re 
.also is thought to be generate6 by particles rather than solar I>hotoas. SimilarAy, the 

gases emitted may be a major, even dominant, source for the magnetosphem. Thougb 

Titan lies farther from its primary than does 10, important ef£@cts in both directions 

are expected, and the influence osr riqg particles d d  be ewen more important. TIms, 

it seems to us esseatial to be able to explore the inner magnetaspbere, both as a 

phemmeaon in itself and as an aspect of tbe Satumian environment- While we agree 

that all faur of the COhfPLEX goals are imporkmt, we add another: 

(3) Expioraticm a£ ttre brier magnetosphere and its relationship to the rings 

and satellites- 

It is desirable that a mission to Saturn cmtribute significautly to the study of 

all  five goals. 

Scientific W s  tions and Their Inves tig..tion 

In this section w-e state what, in our vien?, are the most important questions 

concerning the various bodies anti media in the Saturn system, and atte;apt to predict 

a-hat the state of knowledge all1 be late in 1981, when Pioneer 11 a:;d Voyagers 1 and 2 

nil1 have performed their flybys. Aoco~xnt is also taken tf the 1ili:ly progress in 

ground-based measurements, and the competition, even beyond 1981, frum Earth- 

orbiYng tc,lescopes. 

Skdy  of the present state of the Saturn sysiem is of great interest. Certzir? 

results have added interest because they bear on questiow of history and origin, and 

they are highlighted. Since we did cat discuss priorities bets -?en the varicus 

they are arranged in decreasing order of tnass. 

Saturn The basic state of the atmosphere i s  describ* by its composition, - 
temperature profile, and cloudiness. With this information, further questions, such 

as e n e w  balance, mass trwport ,  and comdensrtion can be investigated; knowledge 

of the radiation fields i s  very helpful. We expect to find abundances of volatile elements 

similar to solar (or Jovian? values, but any det7iations will be of particular interest. 


